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REGIONAL AND GLOBAL ENERGY SERIES
REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES, GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

The Wilson Center’s new Regional and Global
Energy Series addresses the growing debate on
international energy issues in their security, political,
economic, and environmental dimensions.
The past decade has experienced an unprecedented
shift in international energy trends. The axis of energy production is shifting from East to West, while
energy consumption is shifting from West to East.
The implications of these changes require careful
examination.

http://wilsoncenter.org/collection/regional-and-global-energy-series

The Regional and Global Energy Series draws upon
the Wilson Center’s outstanding regional programs
and institutes to bring a unique geopolitical perspective on international energy developments and
then move toward regionally-oriented global energy
strategies.
Deep and comprehensive regional analysis of pressing energy issues — in their economic, environmental, and strategic context — will help analysts,
executives and policy makers to better understand
and act upon larger global energy trends.

BIMONTHLY OPEN DIALOGUE ON REGIONAL
ENERGY ISSUES
Recent and dramatic shifts in global energy patterns have caused a need
to rethink the capacity of the existing global energy architecture to address
international energy issues and create a more effective strategy to better
address current international energy needs.
The bimonthly Regional and Global Energy Series, in cooperation with the
Wilson Center’s regional programs and institutes, brings experts from the
policy, private, and academic sectors to participate in independent, open
forum discussions on regional energy issues, as well as a special session on
global energy strategy.

Above: Ambassador Carlos Pascual, Special
Envoy and International Energy Coordinator,
U.S. Department of State

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, AND SECURITY NEXUS
The bimonthly discussions build on the
framework of Energy and Security: Strategies for a World in Transition, published by
Wilson Center Press and Johns Hopkins
University Press, now in its second printing,
and co-edited by Wilson Center Public Policy
Scholar and energy lead, Jan H. Kalicki, and
David L. Goldwyn, President of Goldwyn
Global Strategies, LLC. Kalicki and Goldwyn
have served five Administrations and have
as extensive private sector experience on
energy issues.

2014-2015
SCHEDULE
2014
July 1 – Russia/Ukraine
September 17 – China/East Asia
November 6 – North America
U.S. Secretary of Energy, Ernest
Moniz, at the Wilson Center

Energy and Security: Strategies for a World in
Transition presents a coherent and actionable Global Energy Security
Strategy with six main points:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote the unconventional energy revolution abroad

2015
January 7 – Global Energy
March 10 – Africa
May 14 – Latin America
July 9 – The Middle East

Create a competitive global gas market
Forge greater coordination of emergency response measures
Lead a multilateral effort to end energy poverty
Integrate energy and environmental strategies
Engage globally and protect sea lanes

The Regional and Global Energy Series is an open resource for decision-makers in all sectors to discuss and debate actionable and
research-driven solutions to complex international energy challenges
in an open and independent environment.

For more information please contact:
Jan H. Kalicki
energy@wilsoncenter.org
January 26, 2014

Below: Public Policy Scholar, Jan Kalicki speaks
with out-going Deputy Secretary of Energy,
Daniel Poneman

